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Deja vu?
Trojan triggers
memories of
Trigger!

EMORIES OF the great

Double Trigger came

flooding back on October 25

when Trojan Horse won a nine-furlong

maiden at Redcar.

Not only was the race named in honour

of Trigger, who won it in 1993; but

Trojan Horse is part-owned by Ron

Huggins  --  who owned Double Trigger!

It was on September 25, 1993, that a

juvenile colt by Ela Mana Mou made his

debut at Redcar in the EBF Reg Boyle

Bookmakers Maiden Stakes over nine

furlongs.

Owned by Ron Huggins and trained by

Mark Johnston, the flashy colt was

named Double Trigger, and, to be frank,

very little was expected of him on debut.

Towards the rear early on, Double

Trigger was shaken up by Jason Weaver

with three furlongs to race. Taking the

lead approaching the two-furlong marker,

Trigger surged clear of his eight rivals to

score by an impressive 10 lengths. In

doing so, he broke the track record for

juveniles racing over that distance. 

It was a display to remember, and

Double Trigger went on to become a

memorable stayer, winning the Gold Cup

at Ascot, three Goodwood Cups and three

Doncaster Cups in a total of 12 Group

race wins.

The Redcar executive decided in 1998

to honour the great horse’s career by

renaming this race in his honour, and it

has long been an ambition of Ron

Huggins to win the race which

commemorates his great champion.

When Trojan Horse, owned by Ron

and Atlantic Racing’s George Tiney,

made a pleasing debut at York earlier in

the month, finishing third of eight in a

mile novice event, connections decided

to target this year’s renewal of what is

now the Double Trigger Novice Stakes,

held on October 25.

Nine runners went to post, with Three

Start, who finished behind Trojan Horse

at York but re-opposed on more

favourable terms, sent off favourite. Joe

Fanning took the ride on Trojan Horse.

Ron Huggins had made the journey north

to Redcar to watch his horse run.

Sporting a broad white blaze and some

white socks, Trojan Horse’s looks are

reminiscent of Double Trigger, and as Joe

brought him across from the widest draw

to challenge for the lead, many observers

will have experienced a sense of déjà vu.

Travelling strongly, Trojan Horse raced

into the lead two furlongs out,

immediately pursued by Three Start who

had been switched right for a challenge

by Tom Marquand. Staying on well for

Joe in the closing stages, Trojan Horse

comfortably held off Three Start by a

length and three-quarters, the pair having

pulled almost five lengths clear of the

third horse, Skye Breeze.

ROJAN HORSE is by Ulysses

out of the Monsun mare,

Guardia. The dam, a Listed-

placed winner in Germany and France, is

a sister to Getaway, who won two Group

1 races over a mile and a half in the

Grosser Preis von Baden and the

Deutschland-Preis at Dusseldorf.

A thrilled Ron Huggins was delighted

by the colt’s success. 

‘He’s a really nice horse,’ he told the

press at Redcar. 

‘He moves really freely in the style of

a proper staying horse. It’s fantastic to

win the race named after Double

Trigger.’

Ron picked out Trojan Horse after

seeing a video of him ahead of the

Tattersalls December Yearling Sale. 

‘I told Mark I thought he looked a nice

horse and he bought him,’ he said.

EIRDRE Johnston told the

Klarion: ‘All Trojan Horse needs

is a flaxen mane and tail and

he’d be a dead-ringer for Double Trigger.

‘As he’s by Ulysses, we’ve given him

plenty of time and this was the obvious

race after York. Seeing those colours win

here at Redcar tears at the heart-strings. It

brings back such amazing memories of

special times.’

In the aftermath of the race, Mark

Johnston took to Twitter to highlight one

aspect of the win, deriving from the

comparison with Double Trigger’s

success in the race 28 years ago. In

earning £4,158 for his connections,

Trojan Horse won just £30 more in prize-

money than his illustrious predecessor

won in 1993. Among the responses to

Mark’s tweet were these:

Alan Gray, @alangrayracing: ‘Evidence
(if it was ever needed) that the people
who provide the horses for our sport are
being 'ripped-off'. Bookmakers and the
companies that own racecourses are
doing well thank you very much. Things
must change or we won't have a sport.
Sam Hoskins, @HoskinsSam: ‘Shocking
and ironically there are plenty of
maidens/novices worth even less! We
badly need radical change.’
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Ron and Norma Huggins with winning jockey Joe Fanning and groom Barry Lusted
after Trojan Horse’s Redcar win
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